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If we could see ourselves as others see us, we would vanish on the spot.
- Cioran, E. M.

Jealousy, that dragon which slays love under the pretence of keeping it alive.
- Ellis, Havelock

Help others achieve their dreams and you will achieve yours.
- Brown, Les

There is nothing that war has ever achieved we could not better achieve without it.
- Ellis, Havelock

What you get by achieving your goals is not as important as what you become by
achieving your goals.
- Ziglar, Zig

Nothing stops the man who desires to achieve. Every obstacle is simply a course to
develop his achievement muscle. It's a strengthening of his powers of accomplishment.
- Butterworth, Eric
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A life lived with integrity -- even if it lacks the trappings of fame and fortune is a shinning
star in whose light others may follow in the years to come.
- Waitley, Denis

Having once decided to achieve a certain task, achieve it at all costs of tedium and
distaste. The gain in self confidence of having accomplished a tiresome labor is immense.
- Bennett, Thomas A.

To desire is to obtain; to aspire is to achieve.
- Allen, James

Truly great madness can not be achieved without significant intelligence.
- Tikkanen, Henrik

Today's preparation determines tomorrow's achievement.
- Unknown, Source

To achieve greatness one should live as if they will never die.
- La Rochefoucauld, Francois De

It's how you deal with failure that determines how you achieve success.
- Feherty, David
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Act as if you have already achieved your goal and it is yours.
- Anthony, Dr. Robert

The mind must see visual achievement of the purpose before action is initiated.
- Douglas, Mack R.

Destiny is something men select; women achieve it only by default or stupendous
suffering.
- Rosenstein, Harriet

The results you achieve will be in direct proportion to the effort you apply.
- Waitley, Denis

The achievement of your goal is assured the moment you commit yourself to it.
- Douglas, Mack R.

When your desires are strong enough you will appear to possess superhuman powers to
achieve.
- Hill, Napoleon

Great achievement is usually born of great sacrifice, and is never the result of selfishness.
- Hill, Napoleon
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Even a mistake may turn out to be the one thing necessary to a worthwhile achievement.
- Ford, Henry

A constant struggle, a ceaseless battle to bring success from inhospitable surroundings, is
the price of all great achievements.
- Marden, Orison Swett

Every failure made me more confident. Because I wanted even more to achieve as
revenge. To show that I could.
- Polanski, Roman

Decide what you want and write your goals. Then convert your goals into positive, present
tense statements called affirmations. Affirm your goals each day until they become part of
your subconscious mechanism.
- Unknown, Source

The thing that contributes to anyone's reaching the goal he wants is simple wanting that
goal badly enough.
- Wilson, Charles E.

Man is a goal seeking animal. His life only has meaning if he is reaching out and striving
for his goals.
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- Aristotle

You may not accomplish every goal you set -- no one does -- but what really matters is
having goals and going after them wholeheartedly.
- Brown, Les

Little minds are tamed and subdued by misfortune; but great minds rise above them.
- Irving, Washington

No matter what looms ahead, if you can eat today, enjoy the sunlight today, mix good
cheer with friends today, enjoy it and bless God for it. Do not look back on happiness -- or
dream of it in the future. You are only sure of today; do not let yourself be cheated out of
it.
- Beecher, Henry Ward

Count your blessings. Once you realize how valuable you are and how much you have
going for you, the smiles will return, the sun will break out, the music will play, and you will
finally be able to move forward the life that God intended for you with grace, strength,
courage, and confidence.
- Mandino, Og

I always felt that I hadn't achieved what I wanted to achieve. I always felt I could get
better. That's the whole incentive.
- Wade, Virginia
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Get action. Seize the moment. Man was never intended to become an oyster.
- Roosevelt, Theodore

The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute of the strong.
- Gandhi, Mahatma

The devil tempts all men, but idle men tempt the devil.
- Proverb, Arabian

Idleness is a constant sin, and labor is a duty. Idleness is the devil's home for temptation
and for unprofitable, distracting musings; while labor profit others and ourselves.
- Baxter, Anne

Idleness is the stupidity of the body, and stupidity is the idleness of the mind.
- Seume, Johann G.

I know nothing more mocking than a devil that despairs.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

For Satan finds some mischief still For idle hands to do.
- Watts, Isaac
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The real people of genius were resolute workers not idle dreamers.
- Lewes, George Henry

That man is idle who can do something better.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

Trouble springs from idleness, and grievous toil from needless ease.
- Franklin, Benjamin

Remove the temptation of idleness and cupids bow is useless.
- Ovid

I never remember feeling tired by work, though idleness exhausts me completely.
- Holmes, Sherlock

If any person wish to be idle, let them fall in love.
- Ovid

Dead Last Finish is greater than Did Not Finish, which trumps Did Not Start.
- Anonymous
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If you can accept losing you can't win. If you can walk you can run. No one is ever hurt.
Hurt is in your mind.
- Lombardi, Vince

Don't hold to anger, hurt or pain. They steal your energy and keep you from love.
- Buscaglia, Leo

Do not suppress it-that would hurt you inside. Do not express it-this would not only hurt
you inside, it would cause ripples in your surroundings. What you do is transform it.
- Pilgrim, Peace

Happiness comes more from loving than being loved; and often when our affection seems
wounded it is only our vanity bleeding. To love, and to be hurt often, and to love again -this is the brave and happy life.
- Buckrose, J.E

When there is no enemy within, the enemies outside cannot hurt you.
- Proverb, African

Tribulation will not hurt you, unless as it too often does; it hardens you and makes you
sour, narrow and skeptical.
- Chapin, Edwin Hubbel
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Wisdom is nothing more than healed pain.
- Lee, Robert E.

We are healed of a suffering only by experiencing it in full.
- Proust, Marcel

It is the false shame of fools to try to conceal wounds that have not healed.
- Horace

Be still my heart; thou hast known worse than this.
- Homer

Endure and persist; this pain will turn to good by and by.
- Ovid

One of the most valuable things we can do to heal one another is listen to each other's
stories.
- Falls, Rebecca

Hope is the best possession. None are completely wretched but those who are without
hope. Few are reduced so low as that.
- Hazlitt, William
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You never will be the person you can be if pressure, tension and discipline are taken out
of your life.
- Bilkey, James G.

Patience is bitter, but its fruit is sweet.
- Rousseau, Jean Jacques

Patience is waiting. Not passively waiting. That is laziness. But to keep going when the
going is hard and slow -- that is patience.
- Unknown, Source

Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more
common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost
a proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and
determination alone are omnipotent.
- Coolidge, Calvin

Persist and persevere, and you will find most things that are attainable, possible.
- Chesterfield, Lord

Achievement is not always success, while reputed failure often is. It is honest endeavor,
persistent effort to do the best possible under any and all circumstances.
- Marden, Orison Swett
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Defeat should never be a source of discouragement, but rather a fresh stimulus.
- South, Bishop Robert

Perseverance is not a long race; it is many short races one after another.
- Elliott, Walter

Your body is an amazing creation, capable of performing great wonders, but you can
destroy that miraculous machine's potential with an overdose of stress.
- Johnson, Harry J.

Perseverance is the hard work you do after you get tired of doing the hard work you
already did.
- Gingrich, Newt

Opportunities are usually disguised as hard work, so most people don't recognize them.
- Landers, Ann

We are all born ignorant, but one must work hard to remain stupid.
- Franklin, Benjamin

There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, learning from
failure.
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- Powell, Colin

I'm proof that great things can happen to ordinary people if they work hard and never give
up.
- Herhiser, Orel

No matter how hard you work for success if your thought is saturated with the fear of
failure, it will kill your efforts, neutralize your endeavors and make success impossible.
- Baudjuin

Only a man who knows what it is like to be defeated can reach down to the bottom of his
soul and come up with the extra ounce of power it takes to win when the match is even.
- Ali, Muhammad

The only people who never fail are those who never try.
- Chase, Ilka

A man's life is interesting primarily when he has failed -- I well know. For it's a sign that he
tried to surpass himself.
- Clemenceau, Georges

Desire is the key to motivation, but it's the determination and commitment to an
unrelenting pursuit of your goal -- a commitment to excellence -- that will enable you to
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attain the success you seek.
- Andretti, Mario

What allows us, as human beings, to psychologically survive life on earth, with all of its
pain, drama, and challenges, is a sense of purpose and meaning
- Angelis, Barbara De

Don't wait until everything is just right. It will never be perfect. There will always be
challenges, obstacles and less than perfect conditions. So what. Get started now. With
each step you take, you will grow stronger and stronger, more and more skilled, more and
more self-confident and more and more successful.
- Hansen, Mark Victor

A bird doesn't sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song.
- Angelou, Maya

You can tell more about a person by what he says about others than you can by what
others say about him.
- Aikman, Leo

By letting it go it all gets done. The world is won by those who let it go. But when you try
and try. The world is beyond the winning.
- Lao-Tzu
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Inner peace can be reached only when we practice forgiveness. Forgiveness is letting go
of the past, and is therefore the means for correcting our misperceptions.
- Jampolsky, Gerald G.

The beauty of the past is that it is the past. The beauty of the now is to know it. The
beauty of the future is to see where one is going.
- Unknown, Source

Let that which stood in front go behind, let that which was behind advance to the front, let
bigots, fools, unclean persons, offer new propositions, let the old propositions be
postponed.
- Whitman, Walt

All the king's horses and all the king's men can't put the past together again. So let's
remember: Don't try to saw sawdust.
- Carnegie, Dale

You don't need strength to let go of something. What you really need is understanding.
- Finley, Guy

As a rock on the seashore he standeth firm, and the dashing of the waves disturbeth him
not. He raiseth his head like a tower on a hill, and the arrows of fortune drop at his feet. In
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the instant of danger, the courage of his heart here, and scorn to fly.
- Akhenaton

Whether you be man or woman you will never do anything in this world without courage. It
is the greatest quality of the mind next to honor.
- Allen, James

We need to find the courage to say NO to the things and people that are not serving us if
we want to rediscover ourselves and live our lives with authenticity.
- Angelis, Barbara De

The scars you acquire while exercising courage will never make you feel inferior.
- Battista, D.A.

But you be strong and do not lose courage, for there is reward for your work. &#91; 2
Chronicles 15:7&#93;
- Bible

It requires more courage to suffer than to die.
- Bonaparte, Napoleon

I advise you to say your dream is possible and then overcome all inconveniences, ignore
all the hassles and take a running leap through the hoop, even if it is in flames.
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- Brown, Les

A lot of people do not muster the courage to live their dreams because they are afraid to
die.
- Brown, Les

Courage is getting away from death by continually coming within an inch of it.
- Chesterton, Gilbert K.

This is no time for ease and comfort. It is the time to dare and endure.
- Churchill, Winston

Courage is going from failure to failure without losing enthusiasm.
- Churchill, Winston

No one can be brave who considers pain to be the greatest evil in life, or can they be
temperate who considers pleasure to be the highest good.
- Cicero, Marcus T.

Have the courage to live. Anyone can die.
- Cody, Robert

Facing it, always facing it, that's the way to get through. Face it.
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- Conrad, Joseph

Somebody should tell us, right at the start of our lives, that we are dying. Then we might
live life to the limit, every minute of every day. Do it! I say. Whatever you want to do, do it
now! There are only so many tomorrows.
- Landon, Michael

Shouda, coulda, and woulda won't get it done.
- Riley, Pat

Don't tell me how hard you work. Tell me how much you get done.
- Ling, James

Determination gives you the resolve to keep going in spite of the roadblocks that lay
before you.
- Waitley, Denis

I may be crazy but it keeps me from going insane.
- Jennings, Waylon

Don't watch the clock; do what it does. Keep going.
- Levenson, Samuel
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Hope is both the earliest and the most indispensable virtue inherent in the state of being
alive. If life is to be sustained hope must remain, even where confidence is wounded, trust
impaired.
- Erikson, Erik H.

The very least you can do in your life is to figure out what you hope for. And the most you
can do is live inside that hope. Not admire it from a distance but live right in it, under its
roof.
- Kingsolver, Barbara

Have patience. All things are difficult before they become easy.
- Saadi

The mere fact that you have obstacles to overcome is in your favor...
- Collier, Robert

You may have a fresh start any moment you choose, for this thing that we call Failure is
not the falling down, but the staying down.
- Pickford, Mary

Stand up to your obstacles and do something about them. You will find that they haven't
half the strength you think they have.
- Peale, Norman Vincent
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The harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph. What we obtain too cheaply, we
esteem too lightly; 'Tis dearness only that gives everything its value.
- Paine, Thomas

Very few people are ambitious in the sense of having a specific image of what they want
to achieve. Most people's sights are only toward the next run, the next increment of
money.
- Bardwick, Judith M.

Intelligence without ambition is a bird without wings.
- Danielson, C. Archie

Without ambition one starts nothing. Without work one finishes nothing. The prize will not
be sent to you. You have to win it. The man who knows how will always have a job. The
man who also knows why will always be his boss. As to methods there may be a million
and then some, but principles are few. The man who grasps principles can successfully
select his own methods. The man who tries methods, ignoring principles, is sure to have
trouble.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

I've got a great ambition to die of exhaustion rather than boredom.
- Grossart, Angus
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Man is the only creature that strives to surpass himself, and yearns for the impossible.
- Hoffer, Eric

Great things are done when men and mountains meet. This is not done by jostling in the
street.
- Blake, William

Life's challenges are not supposed to paralyze you, they're supposed to help you discover
who you are.
- Reagon, Bernice Johnson

Never underestimate your problem or your ability to deal with it.
- Schuller, Robert H.

It isn't the mountain ahead that wears you out; it's the grain of sand in your shoe.
- Service, Robert W.

A coward gets scared and quits. A hero gets scared, but still goes on.
- Unknown, Source

One ought to hold on to one's heart; for if one lets it go, one soon loses control of the
head too.
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- Nietzsche, Friedrich

Grown up, and that is a terribly hard thing to do. It is much easier to skip it and go from
one childhood to another.
- Unknown, Source

We have not passed that subtle line between childhood and adulthood until we move from
the passive voice to the active voice -- that is, until we have stopped saying It got lost, and
say, I lost it.
- Harris, Sidney J.

Two basic rules of life: 1. Change is Inevitable 2. Everyone Resists Change. Remember
this: When you are through changing... you're through.
- Unknown, Source

Change does not necessarily assure progress, but progress implacably requires change.
Education is essential to change, for education creates both new wants and the ability to
satisfy them.
- Commager, Henry S.

The injuries we do and the injuries we suffer are seldom weighed on the same scales.
- Aesop
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It is easier to find men who will volunteer to die, than to find those who are willing to
endure pain with patience.
- Caesar, Julius

Your pain is the breaking of the shell that encloses your understanding.
- Gibran, Kahlil

There is no coming to consciousness without pain.
- Jung, Carl

The real problem is not why some pious, humble, believing people suffer, but why some
do not.
- Lewis, C. S.

Pain nourishes courage. You can't be brave if you've only had wonderful things happen to
you.
- Moore, Mary Tyler

A young man who does not have what it takes to perform military service is not likely to
have what it takes to make a living. Todays military rejects include tomorrows hard core
unemployed.
- Kennedy, John F.
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Every citizen should be a soldier. This was the case with the Greeks and Romans, and
must be that of every free state.
- Jefferson, Thomas

It is foolish and wrong to mourn the men who died. Rather we should thank God that such
men lived.
- Patton, George S.

In the weakness of one kind of authority, and in the fluctuation of all, the officers of an
army will remain for some time mutinous and full of faction, until some popular general,
who understands the art of conciliating the soldiery, and who possesses the true spirit of
command, shall draw the eyes of all men upon himself. Armies will obey him on his
personal account. There is no other way of securing military obedience in this state of
things.
- Burke, Edmund

“I may be compelled to face danger, but never fear it, and while our soldiers can stand
and fight, I can stand and feed and nurse them.”
- Barton, Clara

Be happy while you're living, for you're a long time dead.
- Proverb, Scottish

When you're through changing, you're through.
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- Barton, Bruce

If you're not making mistakes, then you're not doing anything. I'm positive that a doer
makes mistakes.
- Wooden, John

No man is beaten until his hope is annihilated, his confidence gone, As long as a man
faces life hopefully, confidently, triumphantly, he is not a failure; he is not beaten until he
turns his back on life.
- Marden, Orison Swett

The greatest weariness comes from work not done.
- Hoffer, Eric

Out of difficulties grow miracles.
- La Bruyere, Jean De

The miracle isn't that I finished. The miracle is that I had the courage to start.
- Bingham, John

In order to be a realist you must believe in miracles.
- Bailey, Henry Christopher
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For every mountain there is a miracle.
- Schuller, Robert H.

Do anything, even the impossible; it may only take a little longer when a miracle is
required.
- Unknown, Source

Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing.
- Franklin, Benjamin

Don't be dismayed at good-byes. A farewell is necessary before you can meet again. And
meeting again, after moments or lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends.
- Bach, Richard

Life is like a grindstone -- whether it wears you down or polishes you up depends on what
you are made of.
- Unknown, Source

I don't want to get to the end of my life and find that I have just lived the length of it. I want
to have lived the width of it as well.
- Ackerman, Diane

Pray that your loneliness may spur you into finding something to live for, great enough to
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die for.
- Hammarskjold, Dag

Remember, happiness doesn't depend upon who you are or what you have, it depends
solely upon what you think.
- Carnegie, Dale

If a great thing can be done, it can be done easily, but this ease is like the of ease of a
tree blossoming after long years of gathering strength.
- Ruskin, John

Never be afraid to treat the path alone. Know which is your path and follow it wherever it
may lead you; do not feel you have to follow in someone else's footsteps.
- Bellin, Gita

You have to know what is right for you and go after it regardless of what others say.
- Brown, Les

A pity beyond all telling is hid in the heart of love.
- Yeats, William Butler

There is something to that old saying that hate injures the hater, not the hated.
- Pilgrim, Peace
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There is no despair so absolute as that which comes with the first moments of our first
great sorrow, when we have not yet known what it is to have suffered and be healed, to
have despaired and have recovered hope.
- Eliot, George

Some tension is necessary for the soul to grow, and we can put that tension to good use.
We can look for every opportunity to give and receive love, to appreciate nature, to heal
our wounds and the wounds of others, to forgive, and to serve.
- Borysenko, Joan

Out of suffering have emerged the strongest souls; the most massive characters are
seared with scars.
- Gibran, Kahlil

We grow because we struggle, we learn and overcome.
- Allen, R. C.

All growth depends upon activity. There is no development physically or intellectually
without effort, and effort means work.
- Coolidge, Calvin

The individual woman is required a thousand times a day to choose either to accept her
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appointed role and thereby rescue her good disposition out of the wreckage of her
self-respect, or else follow an independent line of behavior and rescue her self-respect out
of the wreckage of her good disposition.
- Rankin, Jeannette

Never violate the sacredness of your individual self-respect.
- Parker, Theodore

Surely there must be some way to find a husband or, for that matter, merely an escort,
without sacrificing one's privacy, self-respect, and interior decorating scheme. For
example, men could be imported from the developing countries, many parts of which are
suffering from a man excess, at least in relation to local food supply.
- Ehrenreich, Barbara

To love means loving the unlovable. To forgive means pardoning the unpardonable. Faith
means believing the unbelievable. Hope means hoping when everything seems hopeless.
- Chesterton, Gilbert K.

Faith has to do with things that are not seen, and hope with things that are not in hand.
- Acquinas, Saint Thomas

Fools take to themselves the respect that is given to their office.
- Aesop
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Decency must be an even more exhausting state to maintain than its opposite. Those who
succeed seem to need a stupefying amount of sleep.
- Crisp, Quentin

Our passion are the true phoenixes; when the old one is burnt out, a new one rises from
its ashes.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

It is better to rust out than wear out.
- Whitefield, George

The walls we build around us to keep sadness out also keeps out the joy.
- Rohn, Jim

Things turn out best for the people who make the best of the way things turn out.
- Wooden, John

I love to see a young girl go out and grab the world by the lapels. Life's a bitch. You've got
to go out and kick ass.
- Angelou, Maya

Hope is definitely not the same thing as optimism. It is not the conviction that something
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will turn out well, but the certainty that something makes sense, regardless of how it turns
out.
- Havel, Vaclav

Most people never run far enough on their first wind to find out they've got a second. Give
your dreams all you've got and you'll be amazed at the energy that comes out of you.
- James, William

Anytime you think that the problem is out there, that thought in itself may be the problem.
If it is out there then you have no control and you have to wait until it changes.
- Unknown, Source

Your decision to be, have and do something out of ordinary entails facing difficulties that
are out of the ordinary as well. Sometimes your greatest asset is simply your ability to stay
with it longer than anyone else.
- Tracy, Brian

You've got to make haste while it's still light of day. My godmother used to say, I don't
want to rust out, I just want to work out. If you stand still long enough, people will throw
dirt on you.
- Vereen, Ben

Do you remember the things you were worrying about a year ago? How did they work
out? Didn't you waste a lot of fruitless energy on account of most of them? Didn't most of
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them turn out all right after all?
- Carnegie, Dale

It takes a great deal of character strength to apologize quickly out of one's heart rather
than out of pity. A person must possess himself and have a deep sense of security in
fundamental principles and values in order to genuinely apologize.
- Covey, Stephen R.

Don't be fooled by the calendar. There are only as many days in the year as you make
use of. One man gets only a week's value out of a year while another man gets a full
year's value out of a week.
- Richards, Charles

The best way out of a difficulty is through it.
- Frost, Robert

The same fence that shuts others out shuts you in.
- Copeland, William Taylor

Work out your own salvation. Do not depend on others.
- Buddha

Work your way up or rust your way out.
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- Holton

Some people go through life trying to find out what the world holds for them only to find
out too late that it's what they bring to the world that really counts. OR It's not what the
world holds for you it's what you bring to it
- Gables, Anne Of Green

There is no great future for any people whose faith has burned out.
- Jones, Rufus M.

Life is a series of little deaths out of which life always returns.
- Feidelson, Charles

We are made to persist. That's how we find out who we are.
- Wolff, Tobias

Almost all of our sorrows spring out of our relations with other people.
- Schopenhauer, Arthur

Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out...
- Collier, Robert

Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change their minds cannot
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change anything.
- Shaw, George Bernard

If one desires a change, one must be that change before that change can take place.
- Bellin, Gita

Change is the end result of all true learning. Change involves three things: First, a
dissatisfaction with self -- a felt void or need; second, a decision to change to fill the void
or need; and third, a conscious dedication to the process of growth and change -- the
willful act of making the change, doing something.
- Buscaglia, Leo

Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be changed until it is faced.
- Baldwin, James

She didn't know it couldn't be done, so she went ahead and did it.
- Almanac, Mary S.

No bird soars too high, if he soars with his own wings.
- Blake, William

To most people loneliness is a doom. Yet loneliness is the very thing which God has
chosen to be one of the schools of training for His very own. It is the fire that sheds the
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dross and reveals the gold.
- Martin, Bernard M.

At the innermost core of all loneliness is a deep and powerful yearning for union with
one's lost self.
- Francis, Brendan

Loneliness is the human condition. Cultivate it. The way it tunnels into you allows your
soul room to grow.
- Fitch, Janet

The end comes when we no longer talk with ourselves. It is the end of genuine thinking
and the beginning of the final loneliness.
- Hoffer, Eric

We see the brightness of a new page where everything yet can happen.
- Rainer, Maria Rilke

Love is not love until love's vulnerable.
- Roethke, Theodore

Loving can cost a lot but not loving always costs more, and those who fear to love often
find that want of love is an emptiness that robs the joy from life.
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- Shan, Merle

We are never so defenseless against suffering as when we love, never so forlornly
unhappy as when we have lost our love object or its love.
- Freud, Sigmund

Hold fast to dreams, for if dreams die, life is a broken winged bird that cannot fly.
- Hughes, Langston

The world breaks everyone and afterward many are stronger at the broken places.
- Hemingway, Ernest

Success, or failure, very often arrives on wings that seem mysterious to us.
- Bach, Dr. Marcus

You've got to jump off cliffs and build your wings on the way down.
- Bradbury, Ray

There is always some frivolity in excellent minds; they have wings to rise, but also stray.
- Joubert, Joseph

The greatest gifts you can give your children are the roots of responsibility and the wings
of independence.
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- Waitley, Denis

Envy and wrath shorten the life. &#91;Ecclesiasticus&#93;
- Bible

There mark what ills the scholar's life assail, toil, envy, want, and patron.
- Johnson, Samuel

Anger will never disappear so long as thoughts of resentment are cherished in the mind.
Anger will disappear just as soon as thoughts of resentment are forgotten.
- Buddha

Our fatigue is often caused not by work, but by worry, frustration and resentment.
- Carnegie, Dale

Resentment or grudges do no harm to the person against whom you hold these feelings
but every day and every night of your life, they are eating at you.
- Peale, Norman Vincent

It is up to us to give ourselves recognition. If we wait for it to come from others, we feel
resentful when it doesn't, and when it does, we may well reject it.
- Berkowitz, Bernard
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Today the world changes so quickly that in growing up we take leave not just of youth but
of the world we were young in. Fear and resentment of what is new is really a lament for
the memories of our childhood.
- Medawar, Sir Peter

Latent in every man is a venom of amazing bitterness, a black resentment; something that
curses and loathes life, a feeling of being trapped, of having trusted and been fooled, of
being the helpless prey of impotent rage, blind surrender, the victim of a savage, ruthless
power that gives and takes away, enlists a man, and crowning injury inflicts upon him the
humiliation of feeling sorry for himself.
- Valery, Paul

It is better to be boldly decisive and risk being wrong than to agonize at length and be
right too late.
- Kennedy, Marilyn Moats

If you never budge, don't expect a push.
- Forbes, Malcolm S.

You have to leave the city of your comfort and go into the wilderness of your intuition.
What you'll discover will be wonderful. What you'll discover is yourself.
- Alda, Alan

If you don't fail now and again, it's a sign you're playing it safe.
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- Allen, Woody

Our lives improve only when we take chances -- and the first and most difficult risk we can
take is to be honest with ourselves.
- Anderson, Walter

You cannot be wimpy out there on the dream-seeking trail. Dare to break through barriers,
to find your own path.
- Brown, Les

Life is like a hand of cards. You have to play the hand you're dealt, you can't win by
folding, and sometimes you must take chances in order to win.
- Conner, Mike

Two roads diverge in a wood, and I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all
the difference.
- Frost, Robert

You'll always miss 100% of the shots you don't take.
- Gretzky, Wayne

It is only by risking our persons from one hour to another that we live at all.
- James, William
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Never tell me the odds.
- Movie, Star Wars - Han Solo

Happy are those who dare courageously to defend what they love.
- Ovid

We have to dare to be ourselves, however frightening or strange that self may prove to
be.
- Sarton, May

Why not go out on a limb? Isn't that where the fruit is?
- Scully, Frank

Virtue is bold and goodness never fearful.
- Shakespeare, William

The irony is this: If you don't go in, you can't find out.
- Stine, Richard

Our salvation is in striving to achieve what we know we'll never achieve.
- Kapuscinski, Ryszard
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We are built to conquer environment, solve problems, achieve goals, and we find no real
satisfaction or happiness in life without obstacles to conquer and goals to achieve.
- Maltz, Maxwell

The heart that truly loves never forgets.
- Proverb

If I can stop one heart from breaking, I shall not live in vain.
- Dickinson, Emily

Love comes when manipulation stops; when you think more about the other person than
about his or her reactions to you. When you dare to reveal yourself fully. When you dare
to be vulnerable.
- Brothers, Dr. Joyce

The sound of a kiss is not so loud as that of a cannon, but its echo lasts a great deal
longer.
- Holmes, Oliver Wendell

You will achieve grand dream, a day at a time, so set goals for each day -- not long and
difficult projects, but chores that will take you, step by step, toward your rainbow. Write
them down, if you must, but limit your list so that you won't have to drag today's undone
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matters into tomorrow. Remember that you cannot build your pyramid in twenty-four
hours. Be patient. Never allow your day to become so cluttered that you neglect your most
important goal -- to do the best you can, enjoy this day, and rest satisfied with what you
have accomplished.
- Mandino, Og

The soul would have no rainbow had the eyes no tears.
- Cheney, John Vance

Tears shed for self are tears of weakness, but tears shed for others are a sign of strength.
- Graham, Billy

There is a sacredness in tears. They are not the mark of weakness, but of power. They
speak more eloquently than ten thousand tongues. They are the messengers of
overwhelming grief, of deep contrition, and of unspeakable love.
- Irving, Washington

What soap is for the body, tears are for the soul.
- Proverb, Jewish

The minute you settle for less than you deserve, you get even less than you settled for.
- Dowd, Maureen
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There are some people who live in a dream world, and there are some who face reality;
and then there are those who turn one into the other.
- Everett, Douglas

Others have done it before me. I can, too.
- Faunce, Corporal John

The winds and waves are always on the side of the ablest navigators.
- Gibbon, Edward

The really unhappy person is the one who leaves undone what they can do, and starts
doing what they don't understand; no wonder they come to grief.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

There is something that is much more scarce, something rarer than ability. It is the ability
to recognize ability.
- Half, Robert

Continuous effort, not strength or intelligence is the key to unlocking our potential.
- Cardes, Liane

In every difficult situation is potential value. Believe this, then begin looking for it.
- Peale, Norman Vincent
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Your past is not your potential. In any hour you can choose to liberate the future.
- Ferguson, Marilyn

By virtue of being born to humanity, every human being has a right to the development
and fulfillment of his potentialities as a human being.
- Montagu, Ashley

The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full potential... these are the
keys that will unlock the door to personal excellence.
- Robinson, Eddie

Just because Fate doesn?t deal you the right cards, it doesn?t mean you should give up.
It just means you have to play the cards you get to their maximum potential.
- Brown, Les

If you think you're too small to make a difference, you've obviously never been in bed with
a mosquito.
- Walker, Michelle

I'm a very intense person. When I go after something, I want to go after it with everything I
have. I want to push myself to the edge.
- Norman, Greg
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The greatest waste in the world is the difference between what we are and what we could
become.
- Herbster, Ben

He conquers twice who conquers himself in victory.
- Jyrus

Those who endure conquer.
- Motto

If you are going through hell, keep going.
- Churchill, Winston

Within your heart, keep one still, secret spot where dreams may go.
- Driscoll, Louise

In order for the light to shine so brightly, the darkness must be present.
- Devito, Danny

Most of the shadows of this life are caused by standing in one's own sunshine
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo
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There is nothing in the world so much admired as a man who knows how to bear
unhappiness with courage.
- Seneca

Persistence is to the character of man as carbon is to steel.
- Hill, Napoleon

After all, it is hard to master both life and work equally well. So if you are bound to fake
one of them, it had better be life.
- Brodsky, Joseph

"the highest qualities of character must be earned".
- Abbott, Lyman

Indecision and delays are the parents of failure.
- Canning, George

Work joyfully and peacefully, knowing that right thoughts and right efforts will inevitably
bring about right results.
- Allen, James

The secret of making something work in your lives is, first of all, the deep desire to make it
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work: then the faith and belief that it can work: then to hold that clear definite vision in your
consciousness and see it working out step by step, without one thought of doubt or
disbelief.
- Caddy, Eileen

Work alone is noble.
- Carlyle, Thomas

The more one works, the more willing one is to work.
- Chesterfield, Lord

A man is a worker. If he is not that he is nothing.
- Conrad, Joseph

Deprived of meaningful work, men and women lose their reason for existence; they go
stark, raving mad.
- Dostoevsky, Fyodor

Good work habits help develop an internal toughness and a self-confident attitude that will
sustain you through every adversity and temporary discouragement.
- Fleyer, Paul J.

The object of living is work, experience, and happiness. There is joy in work. All that
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money can do is buy us someone else's work in exchange for our own. There is no
happiness except in the realization that we have accomplished something.
- Ford, Henry

Laziness may appear attractive but work gives satisfaction.
- Frank, Anne

It is the working man who is the happy man. It is the idle man who is the miserable man.
- Franklin, Benjamin

Get happiness out of your work or you may never know what happiness is.
- Hubbard, Elbert

Prolonged idleness paralyzes initiative.
- Unknown, Source

A young man idle, an old man needy.
- Proverb, English

The nation which forgets its defenders will be itself forgotten.
- Coolidge, Calvin

Freedom is the sure possession of those alone who have the courage to defend it.
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- Pericles

God grants liberty only to those who love it, and are always ready to guard and defend it.
- Webster, Daniel

The problem in defense is how far you can go without destroying from within what you are
trying to defend from without.
- Eisenhower, Dwight D.

Brave men rejoice in adversity, just as brave soldiers triumph in war.
- Seneca

To the brave and the faithful, nothing is impossible.
- Anonymous

Today I have grown taller from walking with the trees.
- Baker, Karl

In the end, it is the person you become, not the things you have achieved, that is the most
important.
- Brown, Les

The perfecting of one's self is the fundamental base of all progress and all moral
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development.
- Confucius

One who gains strength by overcoming obstacles possesses the only strength which can
overcome adversity.
- Schweitzer, Albert

By bravely enduring it, an evil which cannot be avoided is overcome
- Proverb

Acceptance of what has happened is the first step to overcoming the consequences of
any misfortune.
- James, William

You need to overcome the tug of people against you as you reach for high goals.
- Patton, George S.

A man who has not passed through the inferno of his passions has never overcome them.
- Jung, Carl

Although the world is full of suffering, it is full also of the overcoming of it.
- Keller, Helen
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Constant success shows us but one side of the world; adversity brings out the reverse of
the picture.
- Colton, Charles Caleb

A wounded deer leaps the highest.
- Dickinson, Emily

To accuse others for one's own misfortunes is a sign of want of education. To accuse
oneself shows that one's education has begun. To accuse neither oneself nor others
shows that one's education is complete.
- Epictetus

Failure is success if we learn from it.
- Forbes, Malcolm S.

Every hardship; every joy; every temptation is a challenge of the spirit; that the human
soul may prove itself. The great chain of necessity wherewith we are bound has divine
significance; and nothing happens which has not some service in working out the sublime
destiny of the human soul.
- Ford, Elias A.

Life is a series of experiences, each one of which makes us bigger, even though
sometimes it is hard to realize this. For the world was built to develop character, and we
must learn that the setbacks and grieves which we endure help us in our marching
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onward.
- Ford, Henry

He who knows no hardships will know no hardihood. He who faces no calamity will need
no courage. Mysterious though it is, the characteristics in human nature which we love
best grow in a soil with a strong mixture of troubles.
- Fosdick, Harry Emerson

Suffering! We owe to it all that is good in us, all that gives value to life; we owe to it pity,
we owe to it courage, we owe to it all the virtues.
- France, Anatole

Even if you fall on your face, you're still moving forward.
- Gallagher, Robert C.

Forget the times of your distress, but never forget what they taught you.
- Gesser

Nothing splendid was ever created in cold blood. Heat is required to forge anything. Every
great accomplishment is the story of a flaming heart.
- Glasgow, Arnold H.

We must free ourselves of the hope that the sea will ever rest. We must learn to sail in
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high winds.
- Grant, Hanmer Parsons

Sometimes your medicine bottle has on it, Shake well before using. That is what God has
to do with some of His people. He has to shake them well before they are ever usable.
- Havner, Vance

Every adversity, every failure, every heartache carries with it the seed of an equal or
greater benefit.
- Hill, Napoleon

The harder you fall, the higher you bounce.
- Horton, Doug

There is in every woman's heart a spark of heavenly fire which lies dormant in the broad
daylight of prosperity, but which kindles up and beams and blazes in the dark hour of
adversity.
- Irving, Washington

I used to hurt so badly that I'd ask God why, what have I done to deserve any of this? I
feel now He was preparing me for this, for the future. That's the way I see it.
- Jackson, Janet
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Things don't go wrong and break your heart so you can become bitter and give up. They
happen to break you down and build you up so you can be all that you were intended to
be.
- Jones, Charles ''Tremendous''

There could be no honor in a sure success, but much might be wrested from a sure
defeat.
- Lawrence, Thomas E.

Mishaps are like knives, that either serve us or cut us, as we grasp them by the blade or
by the handle.
- Lowell, James Russell

Usually when people are sad, they don't do anything. They just cry over their condition.
But when they get angry, they bring about a change.
- Malcolm X

There is no better than adversity. Every defeat, every heartbreak, every loss, contains its
own seed, its own lesson on how to improve your performance the next time.
- Mandino, Og

Never let your head hang down. Never give up and sit down and grieve. Find another
way. And don't pray when it rains if you don't pray when the sun shines.
- Paige, Leroy ''Satchel''
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Cushion the painful effects of hard blows by keeping the enthusiasm going strong, even if
doing so requires struggle.
- Peale, Norman Vincent

I would never have amounted to anything were it not for adversity. I was forced to come
up the hard way.
- Penney, J. C. (James Cash)

The racism, the sexism, I never let it be my problem, it's their problem. If I see a door
comin' my way, I'm knockin' it down. And if I can't knock down the door, I'm sliding through
the window. I'll never let it stop me from what I wanna do.
- Perez, Rosie

That which causes us trials shall yield us triumph: and that which make our hearts ache
shall fill us with gladness. The only true happiness is to learn, to advance, and to improve:
which could not happen unless we had commence with error, ignorance, and
imperfection. We must pass through the darkness, to reach the light.
- Pike, Albert

Pure love is a willingness to give without a thought of receiving anything in return.
- Pilgrim, Peace
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When patterns are broken, new worlds emerge.
- Kupferberg, Tuli

If you don’t like something, change it. If you can’t change it, change your attitude. Don’t
complain.
- Angelou, Maya

Not being beautiful was the true blessing... Not being beautiful forced me to develop my
inner resources. The pretty girl has a handicap to overcome.
- Meir, Golda

Man is the one who desires, woman the one who is desired. This is woman's entire but
decisive advantage. Through man's passions, nature has given man into woman's hands,
and the woman who does not know how to make him her subject, her slave, her toy, and
how to betray him with a smile in the end is not wise.
- Sacher-Masoch, Leopold Von

When the going gets tough, the tough hang in there.
- Unknown, Source

Happiness is the act of being tough with ourselves and tender with others.
- Unknown, Source
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You become a champion by fighting one more round. When things are tough, you fight
one more round.
- Corbett, James J.

The lack of opportunity is ever the excuse of a weak, vacillating mind. Opportunities!
Every life is full of them. Every newspaper article is an opportunity. Every client is an
opportunity. Every sermon is an opportunity. Every business transaction is an opportunity
-- an opportunity to be polite -- an opportunity to be manly -- an opportunity to be honest -an opportunity to make friends.
- Marden, Orison Swett

A wise man doesn't just wait for the right opportunity, He creates the right opportunity.
- Unknown, Source

As fast as each opportunity presents itself, use it! No matter how tiny an opportunity it
may be, use it!
- Collier, Robert

Don't wait for extraordinary opportunities. Seize common occasions and make them great.
Weak men wait for opportunities; strong men make them.
- Marden, Orison Swett

We are told that talent creates its own opportunities. But it sometimes seems that intense
desire creates not only its own opportunities, but its own talents.
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- Hoffer, Eric

Each problem has hidden in it an opportunity so powerful that it literally dwarfs the
problem. The greatest success stories were created by people who recognized a problem
and turned it into an opportunity.
- Sugarman, Joseph

Failure is only the opportunity to begin again more intelligently.
- Ford, Henry

Problems are only opportunities in work clothes.
- Kaiser, Henry J.

I always tried to turn every disaster into an opportunity.
- Rockefeller, John D.

Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear -- not absence of fear.
- Twain, Mark

We often give our enemies the means for our own destruction.
- Aesop

Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes from an indomitable will.
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- Gandhi, Mahatma

It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare; it is because we do not dare that
they are difficult.
- Seneca

A quarrel is quickly settled when deserted by one party; there is no battle unless there be
two.
- Seneca

If a man does not know what port he is steering for, no wind is favorable to him.
- Seneca

Love is a force more formidable than any other. It is invisible -- it cannot be seen or
measured, yet it is powerful enough to transform you in a moment, and offer you more joy
than any material possession could.
- Angelis, Barbara De

To succeed it is necessary to accept the world as it is and rise above it.
- Korda, Michael

Temperament lies behind mood; behind will, lies the fate of character. Then behind both,
the influence of family the tyranny of culture; and finally the power of climate and
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environment; and we are free, only to the extent we rise above these.
- Burroughs, John

At daybreak, when loath to rise, have this thought in thy mind: I am rising for a man's
work.
- Syrus, Publilius

None, but people of strong passion are capable of rising to greatness.
- Mirabeau, Gabriel Riqueti

Aim above morality. Be not simply good, be good for something.
- Thoreau, Henry David

Perseverance, self-reliance, energetic effort, are doubly strengthened when your rise to
battle again.
- Unknown, Source

Man cannot aspire if he looked down; if he rise, he must look up.
- Smiles, Samuel

When thou art above measure angry, bethink thee how momentary is man's life.
- Aurelius, Marcus
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If it fails, admit it frankly and try another. But above all, try something.
- Roosevelt, Franklin D.

America did not invent human rights. In a very real sense... human rights invented
America.
- Carter, Jimmy

In fighting and in everyday life you should be determined though calm. Meet the situation
without tenseness yet not recklessly, your spirit settled yet unbiased. An elevated spirit is
weak and a low spirit is weak. Do not let the enemy see your spirit.
- Musashi, Miyamoto

No totalitarians, no wars, no fears, famines or perils of any kind can really break a man's
spirit until he breaks it himself by surrendering. Tyranny has many dread powers, but not
the power to rule the spirit.
- Brightman, Edgar Sheffield

The history of the world is full of men who rose to leadership, by sheer force of
self-confidence, bravery and tenacity.
- Gandhi, Mahatma

A competent and self-confident person is incapable of jealousy in anything. Jealousy is
invariably a symptom of neurotic insecurity.
- Long, Lazarus
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We confide in our strength, without boasting of it; we respect that of others, without
fearing it.
- Jefferson, Thomas

God has marvelous ways of taking our worst tragedies and turning them into His most
glorious triumphs.
- Stowell, Joseph

You don't develop courage by being happy in your relationships everyday. You develop it
by surviving difficult times and challenging adversity.
- Angelis, Barbara De

In contrast to revenge, which is the natural, automatic reaction to transgression and
which, because of the irreversibility of the action process can be expected and even
calculated, the act of forgiving can never be predicted; it is the only reaction that acts in an
unexpected way and thus retains, though being a reaction, something of the original
character of action.
- Arendt, Hannah

Forgiveness does not change the past, but it does enlarge the future.
- Boese, Paul
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If there is a wrong way to do something, then someone will do it.
- Murphy's Law, (Edward A. Murphy, Jr.)

There is no substitute for virtue. Keep your thoughts virtuous. Rise above the filth that's all
around you in this world and stand tall in strength and virtue. You can do this and you will
be happier for it for as long as you live. God bless you in cherishing, developing and
holding on to this great gift, the quality of personal virtue.
- Hinckley, Gordon B.

Integrity without knowledge is weak and useless, and knowledge without integrity is
dangerous and dreadful.
- Johnson, Samuel

The man who cannot believe in himself cannot believe in anything else. The basis of all
integrity and character is whatever faith we have in our own integrity.
- Smith, Roy L.

Subtlety may deceive you; integrity never will.
- Cromwell, Oliver

The most important persuasion tool you have in your entire arsenal is integrity.
- Ziglar, Zig
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The slow man with integrity will ultimately catch the swift one who has none.
- Unknown, Source

Live so that when your children think of fairness and integrity, they think of you.
- Brown Jr., H. Jackson

A person is not given integrity. It results from the relentless pursuit of honesty at all times.
- Unknown, Source

With courage you will dare to take risks, have the strength to be compassionate and the
wisdom to be humble. Courage is the foundation of integrity.
- Nair, Keshavan

Be daring, be different, be impractical, be anything that will assert integrity of purpose and
imaginative vision against the play-it-safers, the creatures of the commonplace, the slaves
of the ordinary.
- Beaton, Sir Cecil

Have the courage to say no. Have the courage to face the truth. Do the right thing
because it is right. These are the magic keys to living your life with integrity.
- Stone, W. Clement

Integrity is the first step to true greatness. Men love to praise, but are slow to practice it.
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To maintain it in high places costs self-denial; in all places it is liable to opposition, but its
end is glorious, and the universe will yet do it homage.
- Simmons, Charles

In all things preserve integrity; and the consciousness of thine own uprightness will
alleviate the toil of business, soften the hardness of ill-success and disappointments, and
give thee an humble confidence before God, when the ingratitude of man, or the iniquity
of the times may rob thee of other rewards.
- Paley, Barbara

It's the repetition of affirmations that leads to belief. And once that belief becomes a deep
conviction, things begin to happen.
- Bristol, Claude M.

First say to yourself what you would be; and then do what you have to do.
- Epictetus

As long as you know what it is you desire, then by simply affirming that it is yours -- firmly
and positively, with no ifs, buts, or maybes -- over and over again, from the minute you
arise in the morning until the time you go to sleep at night, and as many times during the
day as your work or activities permit, you will be drawn to those people, places, and
events that will bring your desires to you.
- Reed, Scott
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When you affirm your own rightness in the universe, then you co-operate with others
easily and automatically as part of your own nature. You, being yourself, helps others be
themselves. Because you recognize your own uniqueness you will not need to dominate
others, nor cringe before them
- Roberts, Jane

We cannot always control our thoughts, but we can control our words, and repetition
impresses the subconscious, and we are then master of the situation.
- Shinn, Florence Scovel

I hope everyone that is reading this is having a really good day. And if you are not, just
know that in every new minute that passes you have an opportunity to change that.
- Anderson, Gillian

Labor is man's greatest function. He is nothing, he can do nothing, he can achieve
nothing, he can fulfill nothing, without working.
- Dewey, Orville

If a little labor, little are our gains. Man's fortunes are according to his pains.
- Herrick, Robert

Life gives nothing to man without labor.
- Horace
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Genius begins great works; labor alone finishes them.
- Joubert, Joseph

It is only through labor and painful effort, by grim energy and resolute courage, that we
move on to better things.
- Roosevelt, Theodore

Labor is still, and ever will be, the inevitable price set upon everything which is valuable.
- Smiles, Samuel

Now and then it's good to pause in our pursuit of happiness and just be happy.
- Apollinaire, Guillaume

Many persons have a wrong idea of what constitutes true happiness. It is not attained
through self-gratification but through fidelity to a worthy purpose.
- Addison, Joseph

I would rather be able to appreciate things I can not have than to have things I am not
able to appreciate.
- Hubbard, Elbert

Our real blessings often appear to us in the shape of pains, losses and disappointments;
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but let us have patience and we soon shall see them in their proper figures.
- Addison, Joseph

Perhaps there is only one cardinal sin: impatience. Because of impatience we were driven
out of Paradise, because of impatience we cannot return.
- Auden, W. H.

Never think that God's delays are God's denials. Hold on; Hold fast; Hold out. Patience is
genius.
- Buffon, Georges-Louis Leclerc

Our patience will achieve more than our force.
- Burke, Edmund

Have patience with all things, but chiefly have patience with yourself. Do not lose courage
in considering your own imperfections, but instantly set about remedying them -- every
day begin the task anew - Francis De Sales, St.

Let this be understood, then, at starting; that the patient conquest of difficulties which rise
in the regular and legitimate channels of business and enterprise is not only essential in
securing the success which you seek but it is essential to that preparation of your mind,
requisite for the enjoyment of your successes, and for retaining them when gained. So,
day by day, and week by week; so month after month, and year after year, work on, and
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in that process gain strength and symmetry, and nerve and knowledge, that when
success, patiently and bravely worked for, shall come, it may find you prepared to receive
it and keep it,
- Hogg, James

Experience has taught me this, that we undo ourselves by impatience. Misfortunes have
their life and their limits, their sickness and their health.
- Montaigne, Michel Eyquem De

All things come to him who waits -- provided he knows what he is waiting for.
- Wilson, Woodrow T.

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than
by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch
the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.
- Twain, Mark

The only correct actions are those that demand no explanation and no apology.
- Auerbach, Red

Defeat never comes to any man until he admits it.
- Daniels, Josephus
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Never tell a young person that anything cannot be done. God may have been waiting
centuries for someone ignorant enough of the impossible to do that very thing.
- Holmes, John Andrew

I believe life is constantly testing us for our level of commitment, and life's greatest
rewards are reserved for those who demonstrate a never-ending commitment to act until
they achieve. This level of resolve can move mountains, but it must be constant and
consistent. As simplistic as this may sound, it is still the common denominator separating
those who live their dreams from those who live in regret.
- Robbins, Anthony

Life is a gift, and it offers us the privilege, opportunity, and responsibility to give something
back by becoming more.
- Robbins, Anthony

Do not assume that she who seeks to comfort you now, lives untroubled among the
simple and quiet words that sometimes do you good. Her life may also have much
sadness and difficulty, that remains far beyond yours. Were it otherwise, she would never
have been able to find these words.
- Rilke, Rainer Maria

Life is short and we have never too much time for gladdening the hearts of those who are
travelling the dark journey with us. Oh be swift to love, make haste to be kind.
- Amiel, Henri Frederic
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You don't get to choose how you're going to die, or when. You can decide how you're
going to live now.
- Baez, Joan

In the game of life it's a good idea to have a few early losses, which relieves you of the
pressure of trying to maintain an undefeated season.
- Baughan, Bill

Life is raw material. We are artisans. We can sculpt our existence into something
beautiful, or debase it into ugliness. It's in our hands.
- Better, Cathy

Don't look forward to the day you stop suffering, because when it comes you'll know
you're dead.
- Williams, Tennessee

There is nothing heavier than compassion. Not even one's own pain weighs so heavy as
the pain one feels with someone, for someone, a pain intensified by the imagination and
prolonged by a hundred echoes.
- Kundera, Milan

You must learn to be still in the midst of activity and to be vibrantly alive in repose.
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- Gandhi, Indira

The best men are not those who have waited for chances but who have taken them;
besieged the chance; conquered the chance; and made chance the servitor.
- Chapin, Edwin Hubbel

Every chance taken is another chance to win.
- Unknown, Source

You will never stub your toe standing still. The faster you go, the more chance there is of
stubbing your toe, but the more chance you have of getting somewhere.
- Kettering, Charles F.

If you have a dream, give it a chance to happen.
- DeVos, Richard M.

Freedom is nothing else but a chance to be better.
- Camus, Albert

There is no such thing as no chance.
- Ford, Henry

Where observation is concerned, chance favors only the prepared mind.
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- Pasteur, Louis

If you do not believe in yourself... chances are nobody else will.
- Unknown, Source

the choices we make and the chances we take, determine our destiny.
- Unknown

How often things occur by mere chance which we dared not even hope for.
- Terence

A lazy person, whatever the talents with which he set out, will have condemned himself to
second-hand thoughts and to second-rate friends.
- Connolly, Cyril

Laziness grows on people; it begins in cobwebs and ends in iron chains. The more one
has to do, the more he is able to accomplish.
- Buxton, Thomas

Laziness is nothing more than the habit of resting before you get tired.
- Caplan, Mortimer

Failure is not our only punishment for laziness; there is also the success of others.
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- Renard, Jules

Lazy people are always anxious to be doing something.
- Vauvenargues, Marquis De

Of all the forces that make for a better world, none is so indispensable, none so powerful,
as hope. Without hope men are only half alive. With hope they dream and think and work.
- Sawyer, Charles

Hope is the companion of power, and mother of success; for who so hopes strongly has
within him the gift of miracles.
- Smiles, Samuel

Though you are disappointed is hope; never let hope fail you! Though one door is shut,
there are thousands still open to you.
- Ruckett

War contains so much folly, as well as wickedness, that much is to be hoped from the
progress of reason; and if any thing is to be hoped, every thing ought to be tried.
- Madison, James

Let your hopes, not your hurts, shape your future.
- Schuller, Robert H.
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Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.
- Unknown, Source

Sometimes you have to do the work and hope the career materializes.
- Lipsey, Michael

You can't let one bad moment spoil a bunch of good ones.
- Earnhardt, Dale

Humans have the ability to shift perspective. We can experience the world through our
senses. Or we can remove ourselves from our senses and experience the world even less
directly. We can think about our life, rather than thinking in our life. We can think about
what we think about our life, and we can think about what we think about that. We can
shift perceptual positions many times over.
- Emerick, John J.

The person who sends out positive thoughts activates the world around him positively and
draws back to himself positive results.
- Peale, Norman Vincent

I positively think that ladies who are always enceinte quite disgusting; it is more like a
rabbit or guinea-pig than anything else and really it is not very nice.
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- Victoria, Queen

You don't seem to realize that a poor person who is unhappy is in a better position than a
rich person who is unhappy. Because the poor person has hope. He thinks money would
help.
- Kerr, Jean

The paranoiac is the exact image of the ruler. The only difference is their position in the
world. One might even think the paranoiac the more impressive of the two because he is
sufficient unto himself and cannot be shaken by failure.
- Canetti, Elias

A man must first care for his own household before he can be of use to the state. But no
matter how well he cares for his household, he is not a good citizen unless he also takes
thought of the state. In the same way, a great nation must think of its own internal affairs;
and yet it cannot substantiate its claim to be a great nation unless it also thinks of its
position in the world at large.
- Roosevelt, Theodore

Both tears and sweat are salty, but they render a different result. Tears will get you
sympathy; sweat will get you change.
- Jackson, Jesse

Answered prayers cause more tears than those that remain unanswered.
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- Teresa of Avila, St.

The busy have no time for tears.
- Byron, Lord

My darling girl, Unfortunately this earth is not a fairy-land, but a struggle for life, perfectly
natural and therefore extremely harsh. All the same, or precisely for this reason, it is
happiness and comfort for us men to have a precious sweetheart -- and I have the most
precious, the dearest and best of all!
- Bormann, Martin

The way I see things, the way I see life, I see it as a struggle. And there's a great deal of
reward I have gained coming to that understanding -- that existence is a struggle.
- Keitel, Harvey

I have always struggled to achieve excellence. One thing that cycling has taught me is
that if you can achieve something without a struggle it's not going to be satisfying.
- LeMond, Greg

Natural ability without education has more often raised a man to glory and virtue than
education without natural ability.
- Cicero, Marcus T.
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Whether you think you can or whether you think you can't, you're right!
- Ford, Henry

I know I have the ability to do so much more than just stand in front of the camera the rest
of my life.
- Garth, Jennie

The extent of your consciousness is limited only by your ability to love and to embrace
with your love the space around you, and all it contains
- Bonaparte, Napoleon

It is a fine thing to have ability, but the ability to discover ability in others is the true test.
- Hubbard, Elbert

They that will not apply new remedies must expect new evils.
- Bacon, Francis

In war as in life, it is often necessary when some cherished scheme has failed, to take up
the best alternative open, and if so, it is folly not to work for it with all your might.
- Churchill, Winston

To the man who only has a hammer, everything he encounters begins to look like a nail.
- Maslow, Abraham H.
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I figured that if I said it enough, I would convince the world that I really was the greatest.
- Ali, Muhammad

Any thought that is passed on to the subconscious often enough and convincingly enough
is finally accepted.
- Collier, Robert

One comes to believe whatever one repeats to oneself sufficiently often, whether the
statement be true of false. It comes to be dominating thought in one's mind.
- Collier, Robert

You must begin to think of yourself as becoming the person you want to be.
- Viscott, David

Sure I am of this, that you have only to endure to conquer. You have only to persevere to
save yourselves.
- Churchill, Winston

They, that unnamed they, they've knocked me down but I got up. I always get up -- and I
swear when I went down quite often I took the fall; nothing moves a mountain but itself.
They, I've long ago named them me.
- Corso, Gregory
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Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice; it is not a thing to be waited for,
it is a thing to be achieved.
- Bryan, William Jennings

I believe that you control your destiny, that you can be what you want to be. You can also
stop and say, No, I won't do it, I won't behave his way anymore. I'm lonely and I need
people around me, maybe I have to change my methods of behaving and then you do it
- Buscaglia, Leo

No love, no friendship can cross the path of our destiny without leaving some mark on it
forever.
- Muriac, Francois

More than anything else, I believe it's our decisions, not the conditions of our lives, that
determine our destiny.
- Robbins, Anthony

It's not what's happening to you now or what has happened in your past that determines
who you become. Rather, it's your decisions about what to focus on, what things mean to
you, and what you're going to do about them that will determine your ultimate destiny.
- Robbins, Anthony
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Nature is at work.. Character and destiny are her handiwork. She gives us love and hate,
jealousy and reverence. All that is ours is the power to choose which impulse we shall
follow.
- Seabury, David

We sow our thoughts and reap our actions. We sow our actions and reap our habits. We
sow our habits and reap our character. We sow our character, and we reap our destiny.
- Unknown, Source

Learn to adjust yourself to the conditions you have to endure, but make a point of trying to
alter or correct conditions so that they are most favorable to you.
- Book, William Frederick

Adaptability is not imitation. It means power of resistance and assimilation.
- Gandhi, Mahatma

We must make the best of those ills which cannot be avoided.
- Hamilton, Alexander

Take the world as it is, not as it ought to be.
- Proverb, German

Great ambition is the passion of a great character. Those endowed with it may perform
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very good or very bad acts. All depends on the principles which direct them.
- Bonaparte, Napoleon

What I aspired to be and was not, comforts me.
- Browning, Robert

Our aspirations are our possibilities.
- Browning, Robert

Use your weaknesses; aspire to the strength.
- Olivier, Sir Lawrence

You will become as small as your controlling desire; as great as your dominant aspiration.
- Allen, James

To understand the heart and mind of a person, look not at what he has already achieved,
but at what he aspires to do.
- Gibran, Kahlil

Patience is power; with time and patience the mulberry leaf becomes a silk gown.
- Proverb, Chinese

To an ordinary human being, love means nothing if it does not mean loving some people
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more than others.
- Orwell, George

Exaggerated sensitiveness is an expression of the feeling of inferiority.
- Adler, Alfred

The feeling of inferiority rules the mental life and can be clearly recognized in the sense of
incompleteness and unfulfillment, and in the uninterrupted struggle both of individuals and
humanity.
- Adler, Alfred

The man who can drive himself further once the effort gets painful is the man who will win.
- Bannister, Roger

Be determined to handle any challenge in a way that will make you grow.
- Brown, Les

Firmness in enduring and exertion is a character I always wish to possess. I have always
despised the whining yelp of complaint and cowardly resolve.
- Burns, Robert

Endurance is not just the ability to bear a hard thing, but to turn it into glory.
- Barclay, William
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Endurance is one of the most difficult disciplines, but it is to the one who endures that the
final victory comes.
- Buddha

I know quite certainly that I myself have no special talent; curiosity, obsession and dogged
endurance, combined with self-criticism have brought me to my ideas.
- Einstein, Albert

Know how sublime a thing it is to suffer and be strong.
- Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth

People have to learn sometimes not only how much the heart, but how much the head,
can bear.
- Mitchell, Maria

Those who can bear all can dare all.
- Vauvenargues, Marquis De

A fat stomach never breeds fine thoughts.
- Jerome, St.

I have never known anyone worth a damn who wasn't irascible.
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- Pound, Ezra

You must intensify and render continuous by repeatedly presenting with suggestive ideas
and mental pictures of the feast of good things, and the flowing fountain, which awaits the
successful achievement or attainment of the desires.
- Collier, Robert

Constant repetition carries conviction.
- Collier, Robert

Our subconscious minds have no sense of humor, play no jokes and cannot tell the
difference between reality and an imagined thought or image. What we continually think
about eventually will manifest in our lives.
- Madwed, Sidney

You will be a failure, until you impress the subconscious with the conviction you are a
success. This is done by making an affirmation which clicks.
- Shinn, Florence Scovel

Make friends with the angels, who though invisible are always with you. Often invoke
them, constantly praise them, and make good use of their help and assistance in all your
temporal and spiritual affairs.
- Francis De Sales, St.
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I believe that man will not merely endure; he will prevail.
- Faulkner, William

He conquers who endures.
- Persius

What is without periods of rest will not endure.
- Ovid

Colors fade, temples crumble, empires fall, but wise words endure.
- Thorndike, Edward

We have resolved to endure the unendurable and suffer what is insufferable.
- Hirohito

For suffering and enduring there is no remedy, but striving and doing.
- Carlyle, Thomas

Pain makes man think. Thought makes man wise. Wisdom makes life endurable.
- Patrick, John
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You have endured worse things; God will grant an end even to these.
- Virgil

If you've enjoyed a little and endured a lot, you've really done pretty well.
- Unknown, Source

Bear and endure: This sorrow will one day prove to be for your good.
- Ovid

Pray that you will never have to bear all that you are able to endure.
- Proverb, Jewish

Life is truly known only to those who suffer, lose, endure adversity and stumble from
defeat to defeat.
- Kapuscinski, Ryszard

Out of suffering comes the serious mind; out of salvation, the grateful heart; out of
endurance, fortitude; out of deliverance faith.
- Ruskin, John

All pain is either severe or slight, if slight, it is easily endured; if severe, it will without
doubt be brief.
- Cicero, Marcus T.
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Some of your grief you have cured, and lived to survive; but what torments of pain have
you endured that haven't as yet arrived.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

The spirit, the will to win, and the will to excel are the things that endure. These qualities
are so much more important than the events that occur.
- Lombardi, Vince

There are two insults no human will endure. The assertion that he has no sense of humor
and the doubly impertinent assertion that he has never known trouble.
- Lewis, Sinclair

Give us the fortitude to endure the things which cannot be changed, and the courage to
change the things which should be changed, ;and the wisdom to know one from the other.
- Hart, Oliver J.

He that can heroically endure adversity will bear prosperity with equal greatest of the soul;
for the mind that cannot be dejected by the former is not likely to be transported without
the latter.
- Fielding, Henry

Only those are fit to live who do not fear to die; and none are fit to die who have shrunk
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from the joy of life and the duty of life. Both life and death are parts of the same Great
Adventure.
- Roosevelt, Theodore

Envy is the tax which all distinction must pay.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

Our faith comes in moments... yet there is a depth in those brief moments which
constrains us to ascribe more reality to them than to all other experiences.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

A man's personal defects will commonly have with the rest of the world precisely that
importance which they have to himself. If he makes light of them, so will other men.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

Fear defeats more people than any other one thing in the world.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

Do the thing we fear, and the death of fear is certain.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

Always do what you are afraid to do.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo
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As iron is eaten away by rust, so the envious are consumed by their own passion.
- Antisthenes

I never admire another's fortune so much that I became dissatisfied with my own.
- Cicero, Marcus T.

Men are so constituted that every one undertakes what he sees another successful in,
whether he has aptitude for it or not.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

The envious die not once, but as oft as the envied win applause.
- Gracian, Baltasar

The sure mark of one born with noble qualities is being born without envy.
- La Rochefoucauld, Francois De

Envy is honors foe.
- Motto

Envy feeds on the living, after death it rests, then the honor of a man protects him.
- Ovid
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Envy eats nothing, but its own heart.
- Proverb, German

Man will do many things to get himself loved; he will do all things to get himself envied.
- Twain, Mark

When a woman is speaking to you, listen to what she says with her eyes.
- Hugo, Victor

Let others confide in you. It may not help you, but it surely will help them.
- Imhoff, Roger G.

When I am getting ready to reason with a man, I spend one-third of my time thinking
about myself and what I am going to say and two-thirds about him and what he is going to
say.
- Lincoln, Abraham

The greatest gift you can give another is the purity of your attention.
- Moss, Richard

To be listened to is, generally speaking, a nearly unique experience for most people. It is
enormously stimulating. It is small wonder that people who have been demanding all their
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lives to be heard so often fall speechless when confronted with one who gravely agrees to
lend an ear. Man clamors for the freedom to express himself and for knowing that he
counts. But once offered these conditions, he becomes frightened.
- Murphy, Robert C.

A new lens to look through. Hear the pain in people's speaking. People who have an ear
to hear can hear. You will no longer tolerate what you used to tolerate. A second point of
reality. Declare a new future. There are no right answers. There is no is. Give people
breakdowns. It's the loving thing to do. What's being revealed here? Dogs don't have
things wrong. Wrong disempowers people. Upsets indicate a right that's been violated.
Notice when you are angry that you are the only one around. The only constant thing is
you. Business is made up. It's invented. We invent our world through language. If it really
turns you on, you may want to inform your face. There is no right way. A chair is only a
chair because we say it's a chair.
- Pancoast, Mal

Be a good listener. Your ears will never get you in trouble.
- Tyger, Frank

You can judge a good listener by asking the talker at the end of the conversation what the
listener's position is on the topic. If the talker doesn't know, then the listener has probably
done a good job of listening.
- Unknown, Source
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When you are in it up to your ears, keep your mouth shut
- Unknown, Source

Opportunities are often missed because we are broadcasting when we should be
listening.
- Unknown, Source

Listening: A wise old owl sat in an oak. The longer he sat, the less he spoke. The less he
spoke, the more he heard. Why can't we be like that wise old bird?
- Unknown, Source

To meet at all, one must open ones eyes to another; and there is no true conversation no
matter how many words are spoken, unless the eye, unveiled and listening, opens itself to
the other.
- West, Jessamyn

With the gift of listening comes the gift of healing."
- - Catherine de Hueck Doherty

Listening is one of the deepest, most profound signs of loving -- listening to yourself and
listening to others. Your heart goes out and wraps around them and God's spirit of loving
embraces you both.
- Roger, John
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One mark of a second-rate mind is to be always telling stories.
- Bruyere, Jean De La

My great hope is to laugh as much as I cry; to get my work done and try to love somebody
and have the courage to accept the love in return.
- Angelou, Maya

Bitterness is like cancer. It eats upon the host. But anger is like fire. It burns it all clean.
- Angelou, Maya

If you have only one smile in you, give it to the people you love. Don't be surly at home,
then go out in the street and start grinning Good morning at total strangers.
- Angelou, Maya

The quality of strength lined with tenderness is an unbeatable combination, as are
intelligence and necessity when unblunted by formal education.
- Angelou, Maya

Children's talent to endure stems from their ignorance of alternatives.
- Angelou, Maya

I believe that every person is born with talent.
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- Angelou, Maya

Something made greater by ourselves and in turn that makes us greater.
- Angelou, Maya

I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but
people will never forget how you made them feel.
- Angelou, Maya

There is nothing so pitiful as a young cynic because he has gone from knowing nothing to
believing nothing.
- Angelou, Maya

Never allow a person to tell you no who doesn't have the power to say yes.
- Roosevelt, Eleanor

The basic difference between being assertive and being aggressive is how our words and
behavior affect the rights and well being of others.
- Bower, Sharon Anthony

March on. Do not tarry. To go forward is to move toward perfection. March on, and fear
not the thorns, or the sharp stones on life's path.
- Gibran, Kahlil
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In my room as a kid... I'd play a fighter and get knocked to the floor and come back to win.
- Hoffman, Dustin

Show me someone who has done something worthwhile, and I'll show you someone who
has overcome adversity.
- Holtz, Lou

The girl with a future avoids a man with a past.
- Esar, Evan

Slavery it is that makes slavery; freedom, freedom. The slavery of women happened
when the men were slaves of kings.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

The higher mental development of woman, the less possible it is for her to meet a
congenial male who will see in her, not only sex, but also the human being, the friend, the
comrade and strong individuality, who cannot and ought not lose a single trait of her
character.
- Goldman, Emma

A woman's whole life is a history of the affections. The heart is her world: it is there her
ambition strives for empire; it is there her avarice seeks for hidden treasures. She sends
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forth her sympathies on adventure; she embarks her whole soul on the traffic of affection;
and if shipwrecked, her case is hopeless -- for it is a bankruptcy of the heart.
- Irving, Washington

Women are natural guerrillas. Scheming, we nestle into the enemy's bed, avoiding open
warfare, watching the options, playing the odds.
- Kempton, Sally

But if God had wanted us to think just with our wombs, why did He give us a brain?
- Luce, Clare Boothe

I'm anal retentive. I'm a workaholic. I have insomnia. And I'm a control freak. That's why
I'm not married. Who could stand me?
- Madonna

To be successful, a woman has to be better at her job than a man.
- Meir, Golda

Aren't women prudes if they don't and prostitutes if they do?
- Millet, Kate

If they are ignorant, they are despised, if learned, mocked. In love they are reduced to the
status of courtesans. As wives they are treated more as servants than as companions.
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Men do not love them: they make use of them, they exploit them, and expect, in that way,
to make them subject to the law of fidelity.
- Sand, George

Most women defend themselves. It is the female of the species -- it is the tigress and
lioness in you -- which tends to defend when attacked.
- Thatcher, Margaret

The mouth of a cannon is safer that the mouth of a woman scorned.
- Unknown, Source

Every woman is a rebel, and usually in wild revolt against herself.
- Wilde, Oscar

The strength of women comes from the fact that psychology cannot explain us. Men can
be analyzed, women merely adored.
- Wilde, Oscar

Women of quality are so civil, you can hardly distinguish love from good breeding.
- Wycherley, William

To be born woman is to know -- although they do not speak of it at school -- women must
labor to be beautiful.
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- Yeats, William Butler

Yearn to understand first and to be understood second.
- Lewis, Beca

Understanding brings control.
- Bonewitz

The man of understanding finds everything laughable.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

A clear understanding of negative emotions dismisses them.
- Howard, Vernon

The power of intuitive understanding will protect you from harm until the end of your days.
- Lao-Tzu

I am a slow walker, but I never walk backwards.
- Lincoln, Abraham

Finish each day and be done with it. You have done what you could. Some blunders and
absurdities no doubt crept in; forget them as soon as you can. Tomorrow is a new day;
begin it well and serenely and with too high a spirit to be encumbered with your old
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nonsense.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

For a man to achieve all that is demanded of him he must regard himself as greater than
he is.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

My mother drew a distinction between achievement and success. She said that
achievement is the knowledge that you have studied and worked hard and done the best
that is in you. Success is being praised by others. That is nice but not as important or
satisfying. Always aim for achievement and forget about success.
- Hayes, Helen

The best job goes to the person who can get it done without passing the buck or coming
back with excuses.
- Hill, Napoleon

God will not look you over for medal, degrees or diplomas, but for scars.
- Hubbard, Elbert

To spend life for something which outlasts it.
- James, William
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The way to get things done is not to mind who gets the credit for doing them.
- Jowett, Benjamin

The best thing to give to your enemy is forgiveness; to an opponent, tolerance; to a friend,
your heart; to your child, a good example; to a father, deference; to your mother, conduct
that will make her proud of you; to yourself, respect; to all men, charity.
- Balfour, Arthur James

A bee is never as busy as it seems; it's just that it can't buzz any slower.
- Hubbard, Kin

Please all, and you will please none.
- Aesop

The person who seeks all their applause from outside has their happiness in another's
keeping .
- Claudianus, Claudius

People who want the most approval get the least and people who need approval the least
get the most.
- Dyer, Wayne

He who trims himself to suit everyone will soon whittle himself away.
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- Hull, Raymond

Those whose approval you seek most give you the least.
- Weissman, Rozanne

Some people are molded by their admirations, others by their hostilities.
- Bowen, Elizabeth

Every winner has scars.
- Casson, Herbert N.

We find comfort among those who agree with us-growth among those who don't.
- Clark, Frank A.

All that is human must retrograde if it does not advance.
- Gibbon, Edward

Strength and growth come only through continuous effort and struggle...
- Hill, Napoleon

Unless you try to do something beyond what you have mastered, you will never grow.
- Lawton, C.R.
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Ever since I was a child I have had this instinctive urge for expansion and growth. To me,
the function and duty of a quality human being is the sincere and honest development of
one's potential.
- Lee, Bruce

Good timber does not grow with ease. The stronger the wind the stronger the trees.
- Malloch, Douglas

We need 4 hugs a day for survival. We need 8 hugs a day for maintenance. We need 12
hugs a day for growth.
- Satir, Virginia

You don't learn to hold your own in the world by standing on guard, but by attacking and
getting well hammered yourself.
- Shaw, George Bernard

The unexamined life is not worth living.
- Socrates

Only by contending with challenges that seem to be beyond your strength to handle at the
moment you can grow more surely toward the stars.
- Tracy, Brian
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There is no growth without discontent.
- Unknown, Source

We grow a little every time we do not take advantage of somebody's weakness.
- Williams, Bern

Love didn't grow very well in place where there was only fear, just as plants didn't grow
very well in a place where it was always dark.
- King, Stephen

Everyone admits that love is wonderful and necessary, yet no one agrees on just what it
is.
- Ackerman, Diane

Women wish to be loved not because they are pretty, or good, or well bred, or graceful, or
intelligent, but because they are themselves.
- Amiel, Henri Frederic

Well-ordered self-love is right and natural.
- Aquinas, St. Thomas

Wicked men obey from fear; good men, from love.
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- Aristotle

What does love look like? It has the hands to help others. It has the feet to hasten to the
poor and needy. It has eyes to see misery and want. It has the ears to hear the sighs and
sorrows of men. That is what love looks like.
- Augustine, St.

Accept the things to which fate binds you, and love the people with whom fate brings you
together, but do so with all your heart.
- Aurelius, Marcus

The greatest weakness of most humans is their hesitancy to tell others how much they
love them while they're still alive.
- Battista, Orlando A.

Schizophrenia cannot be understood without understanding despair.
- Laing, R. D.

Schizophrenia may be a necessary consequence of literacy.
- Mcluhan, Marshall

The merciful shall obtain mercy.
- Bible
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Teach me to feel another's woe. To hide the fault I see: That the mercy I show to others;
that mercy also show to me.
- Pope, Alexander

Offenders never pardon.
- Proverb

The individual is capable of both great compassion and great indifference. He has it within
his means to nourish the former and outgrow the latter.
- Cousins, Norman

He who feels no compassion will become insane.
- Unknown, Source

When a good man is hurt all who would be called good must suffer with him.
- Euripides

Yet, taught by time, my heart has learned to glow for other's good, and melt at other's
woe.
- Homer

The worst-tempered people I've ever met were the people who knew they were wrong.
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- Mizner, Addison

When you're in the right, you can afford to keep your temper. When in the wrong, you
can't afford to lose it.
- Unknown, Source

Be still when you have nothing to say; when genuine passion moves you, say what you've
got to say, and say it hot.
- Lawrence, D. H.

The penalty for success is to be bored by people who used to snub you.
- Astor, Lady Nancy

Love is never lost. If not reciprocated, it will flow back and soften and purify the heart.
- Irving, Washington

The more connections you and your lover make, not just between your bodies, but
between your minds, your hearts, and your souls, the more you will strengthen the fabric
of your relationship, and the more real moments you will experience together.
- Angelis, Barbara De

Don't smother each other. No one can grow in the shade.
- Buscaglia, Leo
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Man's love is of man's life a part; it is a woman's whole existence. In her first passion, a
woman loves her lover, in all the others all she loves is love.
- Byron, Lord

Love is a fire. But whether it is going to warm your hearth or burn down your house, you
can never tell.
- Crawford, Joan

Love makes the wildest spirit tame, and the tamest spirit wild.
- Delp, Alexis

Do everything with so much love in your heart that you would never want to do it any other
way.
- Desai, Yogi

For in the end, we will conserve only what we love. We will love only what we understand.
We will understand only what we are taught.
- Dioum, Baba

You will find, as you look back upon your life, that the moments when you really lived are
the moments when you have done things in the spirit of love.
- Drummond, Henry
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It was the men I deceived the most that I loved the most.
- Duras, Marguerite

You can't blame gravity for falling in love.
- Einstein, Albert

Gravitation can not be held responsible for people falling in love
- Einstein, Albert

We always come back to our first love.
- Etienne

An old thing becomes new if you detach it from what usually surrounds it.
- Bresson, Robert

Does our ferocity not derive from the fact that our instincts are all too interested in other
people? If we attended more to ourselves and became the center, the object of our
murderous inclinations, the sum of our intolerances would diminish.
- Cioran, E. M.

To knock a thing down, especially if it is cocked at an arrogant angle, is a deep delight to
the blood.
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- Santayana, George

Psychoanalysis is confession without absolution.
- Chesterton, Gilbert K.

He suffered from paralysis by analysis.
- Saying

Happiness never lays its finger on its pulse.
- Smith, Adam

The longer I am out of office, the more infallible I appear to myself.
- Kissinger, Henry

You may depend upon it that he is a good man whose intimate friends are all good, and
whose enemies are decidedly bad.
- Lavater, Johann Kaspar

Living at risk is jumping off the cliff and building your wings on the way down
- Bradbury, Ray

We don't grow unless we take risks. Any successful company is riddled with failures.
- Burke, James E.
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No crime is so great as daring to excel.
- Churchill, Winston

In order to conquer, what we need is to dare, still to dare, and always to dare.
- Danton, Georges

Perseverance and audacity generally win!
- Deluzy, Madame Dorothe

I want you to be everything that's you, deep at the center of your being.
- Confucius

The difference between school and life? In school, you're taught a lesson and then given
a test. In life, you're given a test that teaches you a lesson.
- Bodett, Tom

The phoenix hope, can wing her way through the desert skies, and still defying fortune's
spite; revive from ashes and rise.
- Cervantes, Miguel De

If we open a quarrel between the past and the present, we shall find we have lost the
future.
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- Churchill, Winston

Trust men and they will be true to you; treat them greatly and they will show themselves
great.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

Where everything is bad it must be good to know the worst.
- Bradley, Francis H.

Only man clogs his happiness with care, destroying what is, with thoughts of what may
be.
- Dryden, John

Anxiety is the poison of human life; the parent of many sins and of more miseries. In a
world where everything is doubtful, and where we may be disappointed, and be blessed in
disappointment, why this restless stir and commotion of mind? Can it alter the cause, or
unravel the mystery of human events?
- Edwards, Tryon

There are more things to alarm us than to harm us, and we suffer more often in
apprehension than reality.
- Seneca
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Neither comprehension nor learning can take place in an atmosphere of anxiety.
- Smith, Frank

It has been said that our anxiety does not empty tomorrow of its sorrow, but only empties
today of its strength.
- Spurgeon, Charles Haddon

There is nothing so easy but that it becomes difficult when you do it reluctantly.
- Afer, Publius Terentius

No matter how bad things get you got to go on living, even if it kills you.
- Aleichem, Sholom

Difficult times always create opportunities for you to experience more love in your life.
- Angelis, Barbara De

Troubles are often the tools by which God fashions us for better things.
- Beecher, Henry Ward

Difficulties are meant to rouse, not discourage. The human spirit is to grow strong by
conflict.
- Channing, William Ellery
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Times of great calamity and confusion have been productive for the greatest minds. The
purest ore is produced from the hottest furnace. The brightest thunder-bolt is elicited from
the darkest storm.
- Colton, Charles Caleb

When it is dark enough, you can see the stars.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

There are always difficulties arising that tempt you to believe your critics are right.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo
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